Main approaches to corpus-based semantic class mining include distributional similarity (DS) and pattern-based (PB). In this paper, we perform an empirical comparison of them, based on a publicly available dataset containing 500 million web pages, using various categories of queries. We further propose a frequencybased rule to select appropriate approaches for different types of terms.
Introduction1
Computing the semantic relationship between terms, which has wide applications in natural language processing and web search, has been a hot topic nowadays. This paper focuses on corpus-based semantic class mining (Lin 1998; Pantel and Lin 2002; Pasca 2004; Shinzato and Torisawa, 2005; Ohshima, et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2009) , where peer terms (or coordinate terms) are discovered from a corpus.
Existing approaches to semantic class mining could roughly be divided into two categories: distributional similarity (DS), and pattern-based (PB). The first type of work (Hindle, 1990; Lin 1998; Pantel and Lin 2002 ) is based on the distributional hypothesis (Harris, 1985) , saying that terms occurring in analogous (lexical or syntactic) contexts tend to be similar. DS approaches basically exploit second-order co-occurrences to discover strongly associated concepts. In patternbased approaches (Hearst 1992; Pasca 2004; Shinzato and Torisawa, 2005; Ohshima, et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2009) , patterns are applied to * Work done during an internship at Microsoft discover specific relationships between terms, from the general first-order co-occurrences. For example, "NP such as NP, NP…, and NP" is a popular and high-quality pattern for extracting peer terms (and also hyponyms). Besides the natural language patterns, some HTML tag tree patterns (e.g., the drop down list) are also effective in semantic class mining.
It is worth-noting that the word "pattern" also appears in some DS approaches (Pasca et al., 2006; Tanev and Magnini, 2006; Pennacchiotti and Pantel, 2009) , to represent the context of a term or a term-pair, e.g., "(invent, subject-of)" for the term "Edison", and "-starring -" for the term-pair "(The Terminal, Tom Hanks)". Although "patterns" are utilized, we categorize them as DS approaches rather than PB, because they match the DS framework well. In this paper, PB only refers to the approaches that utilize patterns to exploit first-order co-occurrences. And the patterns in DS approaches are called contexts in the following part of this paper.
Progress has been made and promising results have been reported in the past years for both DS and PB approaches. However, most previous research work (some exceptions are discussed in related work) involves solely one category of approach. And there is little work studying the comparison of their performance for different types of terms (we use "term" to represent a single word or a phrase).
In this paper, we make an empirical study of this problem, based on a large-scale, publicly available dataset containing 500 million web pages. For each approach P, we build a termsimilarity graph G(P), with vertices representing terms, and edges being the confidence that the two terms are peers. Approaches are compared by the quality of their corresponding term graphs.
We measure the quality of a term graph by set expansion. Two query sets are adopted: One contains 49 semantic classes of named entities and 20220 trials (queries), collected by Given these observations, we further study the feasibility of selecting appropriate approaches for different term types to obtain better results. A simple and effective frequency-based rule is proposed for approach-selection. Our online semantic mining system (NeedleSeek) 3 adopts both PB and DS to build semantic classes.
Related Work
Existing efforts for semantic class mining has been done upon various types of data sources, including text-corpora, search-results, and query logs. In corpus-based approaches (Lin 1998; Lin and Pantel 2001; Pantel and Lin 2002; Pasca 2004; Zhang et al., 2009) , semantic classes are obtained by the offline processing of a corpus which can be unstructured (e.g., plain text) or semi-structured (e.g., web pages). Search-resultsbased approaches (Etzioni et al., 2004; Kozareva et al., 2008; Wang and Cohen, 2008) assume that multiple terms (or, less often, one term) in a semantic class have been provided as seeds. Other terms in the class are retrieved by sending queries (constructed according to the seeds) to a web search engine and mining the search results. Query logs are exploited in (Pasca 2007; Komachi and Suzuki, 2008; Yamaguchi 2008) for semantic class mining. This paper focuses on corpus-based approaches.
As has been mentioned in the introduction part, primarily two types of methodologies are adopted: DS and PB. Syntactic context information is used in (Hindle, 1990; Ruge, 1992; Lin 1998; Lin and Pantel, 2001; Pantel and Lin, 2002) to compute term similarities. The construction of syntactic contexts requires sentences to be parsed by a dependency parser, which may be extremely time-consuming on large corpora. As an alternative, lexical context (such as text window) has been studied (Pantel et al., 2004; Agirre et al., 2009; ). In the pattern-based category, a lot of work has been done to discover term relations by sentence lexical patterns (Hearst 1992; Pasca 2004) , HTML tag patterns (Shinzato and Torisawa, 2005) , or both (Shi et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2009) . In this paper, our focus is not one specific methodology, but the comparison and combination of them.
A small amount of existing work is related to the comparison or combination of multiple methods. Pennacchiotti and Pantel (2009) proposed a feature combination framework (named ensemble semantic) to combine features generated by different extractors (distributional and "patternbased") from various data sources. As has been discussed in the introduction, in our terminology, their "pattern-based" approaches are actually DS for term-pairs. In addition, their study is based on three semantic classes (actors, athletes, and musicians), all of which are proper nouns. Differently, we perform the comparison by classifying terms according to their lexical categories, based on which additional insights are obtained about the pros and cons of each methodology. Pantel et al., (2004) proposed, in the scenario of extracting isa relations, one pattern-based approach and compared it with a baseline syntactic distributional similarity method (called syntactic co-occurrence in their paper). Differently, we study the comparison in a different scenario (semantic class mining). In addition, they did not differentiate the lexical types of terms in the study. The third difference is that we proposed a rule for methodselection while they did not. In (Pasca and Durme, 2008) , clusters of distributional similar terms were adopted to expand the labeled semantic classes acquired from the "such as | including" pattern. Although both patterns and distributional similarity were used in their paper, they did not do any comparison about their performance. Agirre et al. (2009) compared DS approaches with WordNet-based methods in computing word similarity and relatedness; and they also studied the combination of them. Differently, the methods for comparison in our paper are DS and PB.
Similarity Graph Construction
A key operation in corpus-based semantic class mining is to build a term similarity graph, with vertices representing terms, and edges being the similarity (or distance) between terms. Given the graph, a clustering algorithm can be adopted to generate the final semantic classes. Now we describe the state-of-the-art DS and PB approaches for computing term similarities.
Distributional Similarity
DS approaches are based on the distributional hypothesis (Harris, 1985) , which says that terms appearing in analogous contexts tend to be similar. In a DS approach, a term is represented by a feature vector, with each feature corresponding to a context in which the term appears. The similarity between two terms is computed as the similarity between their corresponding feature vectors. Different approaches may have different ways of 1) defining a context, 2) assigning feature values, or 3) measuring the similarity between two feature vectors.
Contexts
Text window (window size: 2, 4) Syntactic Feature value PMI Similarity measure Cosine, Jaccard Table 1 . DS approaches implemented in this paper Mainly two kinds of contexts have been extensively studied: syntactic context and lexical context. The construction of syntactic contexts relies on the syntactic parsing trees of sentences, which are typically the output of a syntactic parser. Given a syntactic tree, a syntactic context of a term w can be defined as the parent (or one child) of w in the tree together with their relationship (Lin, 1998; Pantel and Lin, 2002; ).
For instance, in the syntactic tree of sentence "this is an interesting read for anyone studying logic", one context of the word "logic" can be defined as "study V:obj:N". In this paper, we adopt Minipar (Lin, 1994) to parse sentences and to construct syntactic trees.
One popular lexical context is text window, where a context c for a term w in a sentence S is defined as a substring of the sentence containing but removing w. For example, for sentence "…w 1 w 2 w 3 ww 4 w 5 w 6 …", a text window context (with size 4) of w can be "w 2 w 3 w 4 w 5 ". It is typically time-consuming to construct the syntactic trees for a large-scale dataset, even with a lightweight syntactic parser like Minipar. The construction of lexical contexts is much more efficient because it does not require the syntactic dependency between terms. Both contexts are studied in this paper.
After defining contexts for a term w, the next step is to construct a feature vector for the term:
, where m is the number of distinct contexts, and f w,c is the feature value of context c with respect to term w. Among all the existing approaches, the dominant way of assigning feature values (or context values) is computing the pointwise mutual information (PMI) between the feature and the term, (3.1) where F(w,c) is the frequency of context c occurring for term w, F(w, * ) is the total frequency of all contexts for term w, F( * ,c) is the frequency of context c for all terms, and F( * , * ) is the total frequency of all context for all terms. They are calculated as follows respectively,
where m and n are respectively the distinct numbers of contexts and terms.
Following state-of-the-art, we adopt PMI in this paper for context weighting.
Given the feature vectors of terms, the similarity of any two terms is naturally computed as the similarity of their corresponding feature vectors. Cosine similarity and Jaccard similarity (weighted) are implemented in our experiments,
Jaccard similarity is finally used in presenting our experimental results (in Section 6), because it achieves higher performance.
Pattern-based Approaches
In PB approaches, a list of carefully-designed (or automatically learned) patterns is exploited and applied to a text collection, with the hypothesis that the terms extracted by applying each of the patterns to a specific piece of text tend to be similar. Two categories of patterns have been studied in the literature: sentence lexical patterns, and HTML tag patterns. Table-2 lists some popular patterns utilized in existing semantic class mining work (Heast 1992; Pasca 2004; Kozareva et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2009 ). In the table, "T" means a term (a word or a phrase). Exactly the same set of patterns is employed in implementing our pattern-based approaches in this paper.
Type Pattern
Lexical T {, T} * {,} (and|or) {other} T (such as | including) T (and|,|.) T, T, T {,T}* Tag <ul> <li> T </li> … <li> T </li> </ul> <ol> <li> T </li> … <li> T </li> </ol> <select> <option> T …<option> T </select> <table> <tr> <td> T </td> … <td> T </td> </tr> ... </table> Other Html-tag repeat patterns Table 2 . Patterns employed in this paper (Lexical: sentence lexical patterns; Tag: HTML tag patterns)
We call the set of terms extracted by applying a pattern one time as a raw semantic class (RASC). The term similarity graph needs to be built by aggregating the information of the extracted RASCs.
One basic idea of estimating term similarity is to count the number of RASCs containing both of them. This idea is extended in the state-of-the-art approaches (Zhang et al., 2009 ) to distinguish the reliability of different patterns and to punish term similarity contributions from the same domain (or site), as follows,
where C i,j is a RASC containing both term a and term b, P(C i,j ) is the pattern via which the RASC is extracted, and w(P) is the weight of pattern P.
The above formula assumes all these RASCs belong to m sites (or domains) with C i,j extracted from a page in site i, and k i being the number of RASCs corresponding to site i. In this paper, we adopt an extension of the above formula which considers the frequency of a single term, as follows,
where IDF(a)=log (1+N/N(a) ), N is the total number of RASCs, and N(a) is the number of RASCs containing a. In the experiments, we simply set the weight of every pattern type to be the same value (1.0).
Compare PB and DS
We compare PB and DS by the quality of the term similarity graphs they generated. The quality of a term graph is measured by set expansion: Given a list of seed terms (e.g., S={lent, epiphany}) belonging to a semantic class, our task is to find other members of this class, such as advent, easter, and christmas.
In this section, we first describe our set expansion algorithm adopted in our study. Then DS and PB are compared in terms of their setexpansion performance. Finally we discuss ways of selecting appropriate approaches for different types of seeds to get better expansion results.
Set Expansion Algorithm
Having at hand the similarity graph, set expansion can be implemented by selecting the terms most similar to the seeds. So given a query Q={s 1 , s 2 , …, s k }, the key is to compute , the similarity between a term t and the seed-set Q. Naturally, we define it as the weighted average similarity between t and every seed in Q,
where is the weight of seed , which can be a constant value, or a function of the frequency of term in the corpus. Although Formula 3.6 can be adopted directly for calculating Sim(t,s i ), we use the following rank-based formula because it generate better expansion results. where is the rank of term t among the neighbors of .
In our experiments, we fix =1 and =10.
Compare DS with PB
In order to have a comprehensive comparison of the two approaches, we intentionally choose terms of diverse types and do experiments based on various data scales. We classify terms into 5 types by their lexical categories: proper nouns, common nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs. The data scales for experiments are from one million to 500 million web pages. Please refer to sections 5.1 and 5.2 for more details about the corpora and seeds used for experiments. Experimental results (refer to Section 6) will show that, for proper nouns, the ranking of approaches (in terms of performance) is:
PB > PB-HtmlTag > DS PB-Lexical
While for common nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs, we have:
DS > PB
Here "PB-lexical" means only the lexical patterns of Table 2 are adopted. Similarly, "PBHtmlTag" represents the PB approach with only Html-tag patterns being utilized.
Please pay attention that this paper by no means covers all PB or DS approaches (although we have tried our best to include the most popular ones). For PB, there are of course other kinds of patterns (e.g., patterns based on deeper linguistic analysis). For DS, other types of contexts may exist in addition to those listed in Table 1 . So in interpreting experimental results, making observations, and drawing preliminary conclusions, we only means the patterns in Table 2 for PB and  Table 1 for DS. It will be an interesting future work to include more DS and PB approaches in the study.
In order to understand why PB performs so well in dealing with proper nouns while so badly for other term categories, we calculated the frequency of each seed term in the extracted RASCs, the output of the pattern-matching algorithm. We define the normalized frequency of a term to be its frequency in the RASCs divided by the frequency in the sentences of the original documents (with duplicate sentences merged). Then we define the mean normalized frequency (MNF) of a seed set S, as follows,
where F norm (t) is the normalized frequency of t.
The MNF values for the five seed sets are listed in Table 3 , where we can see that proper nouns have the largest MNF values, followed by common nouns. In other words, the patterns in Table 2 Table 3 . MNF values of different seed categories
As mentioned in the introduction, the PB and DS approaches we studied capture first-order and second-order term co-occurrences respectively. Some existing work (e.g., Edmonds, 1997) showed that second-order co-occurrence leads to better results for detecting synonymy. Considering that a high proportion of coordinate terms of verbs, adjectives, and adverbs are their synonyms and antonyms, it is reasonable that DS behaves better for these term types because it exploits second-order co-occurrence. For PB, different from the standard way of dealing with first-order cooccurrences where statistics are performed on all pairs of near terms, a subset of co-occurred terms are selected in PB by specific patterns. The patterns in Table-2 help detecting coordinate proper nouns, because they are frequently occurred together obeying the patterns in sentences or web pages. But it is not the case for other term types. It will be interesting to study the performance of PB when more pattern types are added.
Approach Selection
Having observed that the two approaches perform quite differently on every type of queries we investigated, we hope we can improve the expansion performance by smartly selecting an approach for each query. In this section, we propose and study several approach-selection methods, by which we hope to gain some insights about the possibility and effectiveness of combining DS and PB for better set expansion.
Oracle selection: In order to get an insight about the upper bound that we could obtain when combing the two methods, we implement an oracle that chooses, for each query, the approach that generates better expansion results. Table 3 that the mean normalized frequency of proper nouns is much larger than other terms. Motivated by this observation, we select a set expansion methodology for each query as follows: Select PB if the normalized frequency values of all terms in the query are larger than 0.1; otherwise choose DS.
Frequency-based selection: It is shown in
We demonstrate, in Section 6.3, the effectiveness of the above selection methods.
Experimental Setup

Dataset and Exp. Environment
We adopt a public-available dataset in our experiments: ClueWeb09
4 . This is a very large dataset collected by Carnegie Mellon University in early 2009 and has been used by several tracks of the Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) 5 . The whole dataset consists of 1.04 billion web pages in ten languages while only those in English, about 500 million pages, are used in our experiments. The reason for selecting such a dataset is twofold: First, it is a corpus large enough for conducting web-scale experiments and getting meaningful results. Second, since it is publicly available, it is possible for other researchers to reproduce the experiments in the paper. To test the impact of corpus size on set expansion performance, four corpora are derived from the dataset, as outlined in Table 4 . The Clue500 corpus contains all the 500 million English web pages in the dataset; while Clue050 is a subset of ClueWeb09 (named category B) containing 50 million English web pages. The remaining two corpora are respectively the 1/5 and 1/50 random sampling of web pages from Clue050. Documents in the corpora are stored and processed in a cluster of 40 four-core machines.
Query Sets
We perform our study using two query sets.
WikiGold: It was collected by from the "List of" pages in Wikipedia and used as the gold standard in their paper. This gold standard consists of 49 entity sets, and 20220 trials (used as queries) of various numbers of seeds. Most seeds in the query set are named entities. Please refer to for details of the gold standard.
Mix100: This query set consists of 100 queries in five categories: verbs, adjectives, adverbs, common nouns, and proper nouns. There are 20 queries in every category and two seeds in every query. The query set was built by the following steps: First, 20 terms of each category were randomly selected from a term list (which is constructed by part-of-speech tagging the Clue050 corpus and removing low-frequency terms), and were treated as the first seed of the each query. Then, we manually added one additional seed for each query. The reason for utilizing two seeds instead of one is the observation that a large portion of the terms selected in the previous step belong to multiple categories. For example, "colorful" is both an adjective and a proper noun (a Japanese manga).
Results Labeling
No human labeling efforts are needed for the expansion results of the WikiGold query set. Every returned term is automatically judged to be "Good" (otherwise "Bad") if it appears in the corresponding gold standard entity set.
For Mix100, the search results of various approaches are merged and labeled by three human labelers. Each labeler assigns each term in the search results a label of "Good", "Fair" or "Bad". The labeling agreement values (measured by percentage agreement) between labelers I and II, I and III, II and III are respectively 0.82, 0.81, and 0.81. The ultimate judgment of each result term is obtained from the three labelers by majority voting. In the case of three labelers giving mutually different results (i.e., one "Good", one "Fair" and one "Bad"), the ultimate judgment is set to "Fair" (the average).
Evaluation Metrics
After removing seeds from the expansion results, we adopt the following metrics to evaluate the results of each query. The evaluation score on a query set is the average over all the queries.
Precision@k: The percentage of relevant (good or fair) terms in the top-k expansion results (terms labeled as "Fair" are counted as 0.5) Recall@k: The ratio of relevant terms in the top-k results to the total number of relevant terms R-Precision: Precision@R where R is the total number of terms labeled as "Good"
Mean average precision (MAP): The average of precision values at the positions of all good or fair results Table 5 lists the performance (measured by MAP, R-precision, and the precisions at ranks 25, 50, and 100) of some key approaches on corpus Clue050 and query set WikiGold. The results of query set Mix100 are shown in Table 6 . In the results, TWn represents the DS approach with text-window of size n as contexts, Syntactic is the DS approach with syntactic contexts, PB-Lexical means only the lexical patterns of Table 2 are adopted, and PB-HtmlTag represents the PB approach with only Html-tag patterns utilized. It is shown that PB gets much higher evaluation scores than other approaches on the WikiGold query set and the proper-nouns category of Mix100. While for other seed categories in Mix100, TW2 return significantly better results. We noticed that most seeds in WikiGold are proper nouns. So the experimental results tend to indicate that the performance comparison between state-of-the-art DS and PB approaches depends on the types of terms to be mined, specifically, DS approaches perform better in mining semantic classes of common nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs; while state-of-the-art PB approaches are more suitable for mining semantic classes of proper nouns. The performance of PB is low in dealing with other types of terms (especially adverbs). The performance of PB drops significantly if only lexical patterns are used; and the HtmlTag-only version of PB performs only slightly worse than PB.
Experimental Results
Overall Performance Comparison
The observations are verified by the precisionrecall graph in Figure 1 on Clue500. The results of the syntactic approach on Clue500 are not included, because it is too time-consuming to parse all the 500 million web pages by a dependency parser (even using a high-performance parser like Minipar). It took overall about 12,000 CPU-hours to parse all the sentences in Clue050 by Minipar. The methods labeled Pantel-24M etc. (in Table  5 and Figure 1 ) are the approaches presented in ) on their corpus (called Web04, Web20, and Web100 in the paper) containing respectively 24 million, 120 million, and 600 million web pages. Please pay attention that their results and ours may not be directly comparable, because different corpora and set- expansion algorithms were used. Their results are listed here for reference purpose only. For PB, however, the performance change is not that simple. For proper nouns, the best performance (in terms of MAP) is got on the two small corpora Clue001 and Clue010; and the score does not increase when corpus size grows. Different observations are made on WikiGold (see Figure 1) , where the performance improves a lot with the data growth from Clue001 to Clue010, and then stabilizes (from Clue010 to Clue500). For other term types, the MAP scores do not grow much after Clue010. To our current understanding, the reason may be due to the twofold effect of incorporating more data in mining: bringing useful information as well as noise. Clue001 contains enough information, which is fully exploited by the PB approach, for expanding the proper-nouns in Mix100. So the performance of PB on Clue001 is excellent. The named entities in WikiGold are relatively rare, which requires a larger corpus (Clue010) for extracting peer terms from. But when the corpus gets larger, we may not be able to get more useful information to further improve results quality.
Corpus Size Effect
Another interesting observation is that, for proper nouns, the performance of PB on Clue001 is even much better than that of TW2 on corpus Clue500. Similarly, for other query types (common nous, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs), TW2 easily beats PB even with a much smaller corpus.
Approach Selection
Here we demonstrate the experimental results of combining DS and PB with the methods we proposed in Section 4.3. Table 8 shows the combination of PB and TW2 on corpus Clue050 and query set Mix100. The overall performance relies on the number (or percentage) of queries in each category. Two ways of mixing the queries are tested: avg(4:1:1:1:1) and avg(1:1:1:1:1), where the numbers are the proportion of proper nouns, common nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs. The expansion performance is improved a lot with our frequency-based combination method. As expected, oracle selection achieves great performance improvement, which shows the large potential of combining DS and PB. Similar results (omitted due to space limitations) are observed on the other corpora.
Our online semantic mining system (NeedleSeek, http://needleseek.msra.cn) adopts both PB and DS for semantic class construction.
